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Logo Usage

There are two marks in the Say Yes! Cleveland brand. The primary logo is the full color “logotype” and secondary “icon”.

- When possible, use the full-color black and blue logotype.
- The accessory icon should be used when the main logotype is present, or when real estate is limited. For example, as a web favicon or social media profile image.
- Be sure to use logos with the appropriate color profile for your application, i.e. print vs. digital. Logo folders are labeled according to usage.

*See logo library for all color variations of the logos.*
Color Specifications

Refer to the values below when using the Say Yes! Cleveland logos or creating brand materials.

- If the output is four-color process reproduction (most printers), the CMYK values should be used.
- If the output is spot-color reproduction, the Pantone or PMS values should be used.
- If the output is a digital/electronic medium such as the web, broadcast, or Microsoft PowerPoint, the RGB values or Hexidecimal values should be used.
Font Specifications

The official font family of the Say Yes! Cleveland brand is called “Söhne”.

- When possible, use the Söhne font family whenever possible when creating brand assets.
- “Arial” should be used as an alternative to the Söhne font family. Arial is a system font that will load on computers that may not have the Söhne font installed. For example, when creating PowerPoints and email templates, Arial should be used.
- Download the Söhne font family from the brand section of the Google Drive folder.

The Söhne font family has 6 weights:

This is what the “Buch” (regular) weight looks like.

This is what the “Buch Kursiv” (regular italic) weight looks like.

This is what the “Kräftig” (bold) weight looks like.

This is what the “Kräftig Kursiv” (bold italic) weight looks like.

This is what the “Halbfett” (heavy) weight looks like.

This is what the “Halbfett Kursiv” (heavy italic) weight looks like.